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The University Senate at its May 25, 1978 meeting approved a resolution

to.establish a Select Committee to study the structure of central administration
/

and the consultative institutions of the Senate and to review the decision-making

process at the University (see Appendix I for a copy of the resolution). The

Committee was appointed by the Senate Consultative Comrr.dttee in consultation with

the President, those who proposed the resolution, and some Senate and faculty' members.

It met for the first time on August 8, 1978, then on Thursday, September 28, and

thereafter on most Thursday mornings through December 14, 1978. (Details of its

schedule are in Appendix II).

The Committee met with the University's senior officers and with interested

faculty and student groups. It twice put out through BRIEF an open-ended invitation

to meet or correspond with the Committee and a number of individuals and groups

accepted the invitation (see Appendix II for a list of them). The Comndttee

benefitted from full cooperation and frank exchange of views with administrators,

faculty and students.

The manifest concern for the welfare of the whole University and for the

improvement of its function was as universal as it was heartening in the context

of the very existence of this committee. For its creation is a recognition of the

fact that the University is entering perilous times and that difficult, far-reaching

and perhaps irrevocable decisions affecting its future have to be made. The need

for these decisions to be based on academic priorities, to be informed by full

and appropriate consultation and to conduce to the academic integrjty of the

University has been the rationale for this committee's existence, the tenor of

its activity and is the leitmotiv of this report.

The variety of topic and testimony that has come to the committee does not

make for easy organization. We have had to consider three principal functions

of the administration:

A. Planning B. Decision-making C. Consulting

There are also three main segments of the administrative structure, namely,

the Board of Regents, Central Administration (including d2ans) and the Senate

(including faculty and students), which have to be considered. Not all the nine

product categories arc appropriate, and we will restrict ourselves to the three
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major sections according to function O~, B, C), with the structural segments

serving as an unmarked, but underlying framework within each section. Within each

section we summarize:
/

/

1. The Situation 2. ~rhe Goals and Solutions ·3. Recommendations

By nthe situationn we mean the fabric of reality and perception that we

have been able to weave from the threads of evidence. By setting out the goals and

possible solutions to problems, together with their pros and cons, before making

any recommendations we mean to emphasize that it is the objective that needs to

be kept in mind. There may not be a unique solution to any particular problem,

but there are routes to its solution which may then properly become the sUbject

of our recommendations. We hope that the form we have chosen allows us to express

the views that we hav·e formed in a considered and persuasive manner, even though

it involves a certain amount of repetition.

Once a problem is recognized, there is no excuse for ignoring it. We

realize that there is such a thing as "administrative stylen , in the exercise of

which anyone may claim a certain latitude, but that, at the same time, there is the

need for a structure which should reflect institutional priorities without being

so rigid as to restrict sensible enterprise. Moreov~r, such a structure provides

a certain continuity and makes for thE! stability of the institution.

Three warning notes should also be sounded, regarding the perceptions,

possibilities and personalities involved in this report. Much of what we have

. to say under Part 1 of each section will be based on the testimony we have heard.

The accuracy and acumen of these perc~~ptions vary wideJy and, though we do not

wish. to give currency to false ideas, it would have been impossible to trace each

impression to its source or label each opinion with our evaluation. In any case

erroneous perceptions are part of the problem and, for example, the smooth running

of the University can be· impaired as much by good planning that is widely mis

apprehended as by the absence of any planning at all. Secondly, in mentioning

alternative possibilities we are more concerned to get them into ·the forum for

discussion than to work them out in detail. We recognize that it would not be

within our power to rearrange the University even if we were unanimously in favor

of a particular scheme but those that we mention are, we feel, worthy of considera

tion. Thirdly, we are not insensitive to the fact that the personality and per

formance of an incumbent can affect the role of his or her office in an administrative

structure. As far as possible, we ha:ve been at pains to allow for this and have

\
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considered only the structural problem. We do not come to bury the Administration-

nor yet to praise it. The wearing of a cap that fits is a matter of no small

virtue and even, at times, of dignity; no such virtue, nor any trace of dignity,

attaches to the making of whole cloth caps to fit others, and we should be very

sorry to see this report used as a source of material for such a trade.

A. PLMNING

Planning is dealt with first in this report, not because the Select Committee

regards planning as a panacea, but because it does regard weakness in planning as

a serious problem and the improvement of the planning process as a key to the

solution of many other problems. The Select Committee has heard many favorable

comments about the major planning effort that is now underway in the Central

Administration, as well as about the benefits of the planning that has taken place

in the Health Sciences. The main thrust of this section of our report is to

lend the committee's fuli support to the recent central planning initiative and

to stress the importance of certain points that have been brought to our attention

in the course of the hearings. The critical remarks that follow are offered

in the expectation that they are being, or wiIl be, met by the new planning

effort.

Planning is here taken in the sense of a broadly based attempt by adminis-

trators, faculty, and students to realize the university mission statement, antici

pate future problems, develop options for their solution, set priorities, and

formulate strategies.

1. The Situation

The hearings conducted by the Select Committee have revealed a

widespread perception in the University community of serious weakness with

respect to long-range planning. When planning is inadequate there is a

danger that action may be taken only in direct response to crises, and, in

turn, that the crises may sometimes be induced by a failure to anticipate

problems. It is felt that the University lacks well articulated and

widely communicated priorities which could serve as a basis for planning and,

that, insofar as planning and priority setting does take place, academic

considerations are not given the clearly dominant positions that are

essential in charting the course of the University.
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. In this connection, the;re is a clear need to impress on all who

are involved with the Univers.ity, both internal and external, that the

primary missions of the University are instruction in its broadest

context, the search for knowlE?dge which provides new insights into the

functioning of natural systems and human affairs, and public service

as it relates to the translat~ton of knowledge for the edification and

gratification of the citizens of the state and nation. Moreover, it needs

to be continually emphasized that the unique nature of the University,

when compared with other Minnesota-based institutions of higher education,,
is the finely honed interdependence that exists bettveen these missions;

any actions that are taken which alter the funding pat'terns in one area

may have a serious impact on the performance of the institution in other

areas. For example, pOlicies for dealing with a tuition shortfall which

result in academic position retrenchment could aggravate the fiscal

difficulties of the institution and upset the overall balance of its

mission, if those who are retI~nched are essential to any aspect of

service, research, and graduate education that is funded by state, federal,

or private agencies. Many aspects of t:he life of the University need to

be taken into account in planning; for example, a positive aspect that

can be fostered and built on is the resourcefulness of the faculty in

obtaining external funding. T~ere is no single index that can characterize

its multifarious activity,and planning will help to avoid getting trapped

• by an index such as. enrollment.
.~

The difficulties encountered in carrying'out the mid-year

assessment of 1978, and to some extent also the subsequent retrenchment

for 1978-79, are attributed by many administrators and faculty to a lack

of adequate planning even for the short range. Similarly, what is perceived

as the "politicization" of the capital request process is also largely

attributed to the absence of a plan for physical facility utiLization and

improvement based on academic priorities. (Appendix III is an attempt

to give some of the background to the mid-year assessment of 1978 and the

handling of the capital requests and to show how problems of planning

arise in these areas.)

The areas mentioned sO £]r are, of course, not the only areas where

planning is needed. Other examples are the programmatic planning that needs
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to be done at all levels to develop priorities for future growth,

plans to accommodate projected changes in student numbers of research pro

grams, and ancillary planning such as that of plant services to support

academic physical facilities. Progress should be made along some of

these lines as the plans announced by the President to the Senate (e.g.

items 2 and 3 of Appendix IV) begin to take effect.

We have heard some concern expressed that the Regents have begun to

be involved unduly in the administration of the University. While this

development may be part of a general trend among governing boards, it

is felt that it is also related to the absence of a proper framework for

the presentation to the Regents of the decisions and recommendations

made by Central Administration. Regents may be reluctant to approve

decisions and recommendations if they appear to be either of an ad hoc

nature or' based on considerations which remain vague or obscure.

Decisions and recommendations which do not clearly have th~ backing of

broader plans and policies are especially vulnerable t? undue political

considerations. Strategic planning is particularly important in coping

with th~ restrictions which the Legislature might place on the University's

fr¢c.c1om of o?-ction, far example in the ':::'k'S in :,'hien tuiticn shortf.::.l1s

might be accommodated or in the estimation of ancillary income.

Concern has been voiced both about the precipitous character of

some of the decisions by Central Administration and about the slowness

of certain others. It is also felt that the lack of anticipation of
,.

problems, or absence of well formulated strategies for coping with them

is one of the reasons why consultation with deans and Senate committees is

not"always sufficient or timely.

It is "recognized that even the best feasible planning process would

not completely solve all such problems, for there are, in any case,

severe limitations in forecasting future developments affecting the

University. Some of the problems, however, might be more tractable if

'legislation governing the University provided more flexibility and scope

for rational management.

In addition to not always being conducted in a timely fashion, the

consultation that planning entails sometimes appears to be hampered by
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a lack of meaningful data. ThE! development of an adequate data base

and the capacity to make the data available at the appropriate time

seem in turn to hinge on the a\~ilability of a plan that indicates when

certain types of data will be l~equired. It is only fair to add that

the consultation that has gone on during the present academic year

reflects a genuine effort to remedy some of its past defects.

Finally, concern has been expressed about the ability of the

various Senate cOlTUT/ittees to provide meaningful faculty-student input.

To some extent, these problems also seem to be traceable to a weakness

in p~aiming. When major issue;~ are not identified and dealt with by the

faculty and· student representatives in a systematic--and well pUblicized-

manner, their consti tuents beg.in to question the usefulness of the

representational system.

2. Goals and Solutions

The goal of the planning effort that is now underway in Central

Administration should thus be to provide the University cOlTUT/unity with a

sense of direction, without rigidity, and to develop a framework for the

formulation both of an overall plan for the University and of more detailed

plans for its components. It is not planning imposed from the top that

is required, but the ability to stimulate planning at all levels and to

integrate this into the overall planning of the University.

Academic concerns should not merely be represented but should play

the dominant role in the identification of major issues, the analysis of

operations, and the setting ot: priorities. The Vice President for Academic

Affairs must thus play a leadJ:ng role in the resolution of the substantive

issues of planning and have adequate control over the planning process.

Consultation with appropriate organs of the Senate and with collegiate

deans must be built into the process at suitable points. The Planning

Council itself should probabl!J be linked more closely with the regular

faculty-student governance system, without becoming a substitute for other

forms of faculty-student part.icipation. Although many decisions will, and

must, be made by Central Administration, the President, and the Regents,

they should reflect the values and opinions of those most directly involved
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in the academic process, namely the faculty and students. Planning

should also build on views and analyses expressed in past resolutions

of the Senate and reports of relevant committees.

To the greatest extent possible, the results of the planning effort

should be made public. The committee recognizes the "diffiCUlty of

publicizing priorities and options without causing undue anxiety among

those potentially affected by the decisions, especially if such statements

are re-publicized in fragmentary and possibly distorted form. Never

th~less, broad pUblicity in the University and the state should certainly

be given to the articulations of the University's mission such as "

astatem~nt .of priorities related to its mission, and to major approaches

to anticipated problems. More detailed information about the plans may

be best communicated to the faculty and the students through collegiate

deans. If the deans are party to the planning effort, ~hey would, of course,

be in a position to present priorities and options with appropriate

caveats and in the proper context.

In.developing an appropriate data base, full use should be made of

information that is already available, especially the detailed analyses

and recommendations resulting from some of the departmental reviews and

past committe~ reports. Failure to use available information and the

fruits of past deliberations can be as damaging to faculty-student morale

as its unavailability.

As part of the effort to develop a planning process, attention should

also be given to the problem of how to insure that the plan, once

developed, does not simply gather dust in someone's office but is considered

in the day-to-day decision making and is updated on a regular basis to fit

the si tuation as it unfolds. Tile Academic Vice President should accept

responsibility for the implementation of plans once made and for the

incorporation of plans into the evolving planning effort.

3. Recommendations

i. The committee recognizes tilat planning is no panacea, but

strongly endorses the planning effort that has already begun in the

Central Administration.

ii. It wishes to stress the overriding importance of academic

concerns in all aspects of planning and tIle need for the development
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of contingent strategies to meet anticipated difficulties.

Specifically it calls attention to the following:

a. The Vice President for Academic Affairs must playa leading

role in resolving the major, substantive issues developed

during planning, and should also be in control of the planning

process in general, even though its actual conduct might

principally take place elsewhere (for example, directly in

the President's'office);

b. Planning should include consultation with the SCC and other

,appropriate bod.ies ,and some. means should be found to lirJk

the Planning Council 'integrally with the faculty-student system

of governance;

c. Planning at the departmental and collegiate levels should

constitute the cornerstone of University planning. All

University planning bodies should encourage planning at these

levels, and help to ensure that it is done in a compatibIe

fashion by keeping themselves informed of the thinking

within departments and colleges.

The committee wishes to stress the need to communicate the
.' . .'major results of planning to the appropr~ate const~tuenc~es. Those

parts of the evolving plans that affect specific units should be

communicated to them in some detail through the appropriate deans.

iv. It considers the improvement of the University's data base,

the form of its presenta.tion and its timely availabi-lity to be very

important. Procedures should also be develope~ to ensure that relevant

existing .information and major committee reports are fully used in

planning and decision-making.

B. DECISION-NAKING

1. The situation

There is concern that .the Regents want to make decisions on matters

that, in years past, "'ould have been seen clearly to be in the province

of the President. This may rE?flect an increase in the pressure on Regents

to take a more active role in the governance of the University or some

lack of confidence in the decJ~sioll-makingof the Central Administra tion.
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The image of decision-making in the Administration suffers from

a certain lack of clarity in the lines of responsibility. It is the

President's style--as indeed it is his right--to reserve final decisions

to himself, relying on a general discussion from which a consensus emerges.

However, it is perceived that many important decisions are discussed at

meetings where, in addition to the vice presidents, a number of other

persons of more limited authority are present. There is concern that this

type of meeting allows a larger role to the interplay of personal styles

in the presentation of information and opinion than is perhaps optimal

in reaching decisions. The impression that in certain matters a little

something is given to everyone is not inhibited by this mode of operation.

For example, the guidelines for the 1979-80 retrenchment and allocation

suggest that each vice president will act as an advocate of his own

interest and as a critic of the advocacies of others. This puts the President

in the position of an arbitrator without independent basis for arbitration,

since the data and criteria are supplied by the vice presidents. In

building confidence in the ultimate decision, it is often desirable that

the discarded alternatives be·identified; relatively unstructured meetings

and obscured lines of responsibility do not facilitate such identification.

The split in lines of academic responsibility leaves the position of
.f

the Academic Vice President somewhat ambiguous and although often described

as "primus inter pares", it is not clear what this means in practice. Even

on matters of faculty appointment, tenure and promotion, the writ of his

authority is not drawn with precision. On the other hand, the impression
~ -

(perhaps false but nevertheless widely held) is current that among several

influential voice~ ,there is.only one which speak~ for Academic Affairs

and that this single voice may be somewhat overpowered by the representation

of other interests. To this it is replied that the jurisdictions of all

the vice presidents are, in their way, academic and that their good personal

relations minimize problems an outsider might consider serious. Nevertheless

the potential weight of non-academic considerations continues to be of

concer~ while the recalcitrance of other para-academic functions (notoriously

Plant Services) to any sort of academic accountability is a perpetual thorn

for the flesh. The office of the Academic Vice President enjoys staff

support of a high caliber, and yet many faculty have expressed disappoilltr.rent
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that it has not had the prominence or influence that it should have if

the University's primary missi.ons are to be served.

The coordinate campuses each have their peculiar needs and are naturally

anxious for as great a degree of autonomy as possible. Criteria for

promotion and tenure are being developed on some of them, for example,

and, in the interest of keeping as much decision making as possible at

the local level, the concern of the Central Administration should chiefly

be to see that these are conformable to the standards of the UniversD;y as

a whole. The lines of communication of the coordinate campuses are not

entirely clear in the present structure (see Appendix V) but they imp:inge'

on decision making at four points.. The Provosts have direct access to

the President, and it is claimed that in academic and financial matters

they go directly to the Acadenuc and Financial Vice Presidents; in addition,

the organizational charts sho\'t' some lines through the Vice President

for Institutional Relations ar.d the Deputy Vice President for Agricultural

Affairs. Since the coordinate.' campuses have the normal lines of access

through the appropriate vice presidents, as well as unified represent,ition

through the direct interactior.: of Provosts and President, it is a little

difficult to see what purpose the last conn~ction serves.

real function in decision making. At best, it provides a vehicJe for

getting information out to the.' next level of administration while its box

lunches provide a welcome inte.'rruption to harried administrators' patronage

of the quick food machines in the basement of Morrill Hall; at worst ;[t

means the waste of a whole day for someone from one of the coordinate

campuses who has to attend it. Though the deans attend its sessions,

the CAO does not provide a forum for them to make any significant contri

bution to decision-making.

There is a perception that the Senate and its committees are not

structured in a way to serve €'ffectively in arriving at decisions. In the

view of some, the Senate is too large and the structure too amorphous.

Otllers feel that a smaller Sonate would be less representative and that

other ways of increasing its E'ffectiveness must be sought. Attention also

has been called to the fact tllat its procedures do not altvays allow it: to

do justice to the reports of i.ts committees and task forces.

Light is thrown on some aspects of the decision-making process by

the case studies of retrenchment and capital funds requests contained in

Appendix III.
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2. Goals and Solutions

The ,structure of the Board of Regents is not a matter which we are

particularly called upon to address, but one suggestion that has been made

in several quarters should be mentioned, even though it found no support

in this committee. This is that there should be a "faculty regent"

in parallel with the so-called "student regent". In its favor it has been

urged that it would give faculty input; against it, that the Regents function

best when they act as statesmen (or women) and not as advocates of particular

constituencies. The experience of the Consultative Committee whose members

now sit as observers on Regents' committees may have a bearing on this.

The adventitious and--in the view of some--not wholly rational

structure of Central Administration invites the attention of reorganizers.

(Its present structure is given in Appendix V.) The goals of any

rearrangement. should be kept in mind and, from the point of Viel., of this

section, . these are: That lines of authority and responsibility should

be clearly defined and publicly known; that the structure and processes of

decision-making should be such as to foster timely and systematic decisions

in which the· full weight of academic cODsiderations has been brought

visibly to bear; that all should feel confident that the outcome, however

unpalatable, is not dictated by special interests, but has been arrived at

by the full consideration of alternatives and their objective merits.

In the broadest view, the over-arching consideration is the

preservation of the sense of unity of the University; it is no easy task

to devise models that will pull academic considerations together centrally

without imposing too monolithic a structure. An administrative style of

the Vice Presidency for Academic Affairs delegating matters to deans

would provide opportunity for decentralized decision-making based on

academic considerations without sacrificing the instruments of coordination.

An example of this is the policy of non-reversion of funds which gives

deans greater authority in financial management and might well be extended

to other areas. There is certainly a need to promote decision-making at

the grass roots level. (Some people see the organization of CLA as a proto

type while that of the Health Sciences was commended to us by others as

one which allows the higher level of decision-making to be informed by
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the lower.) The institution of a new program or the revival or termination

of an old one might be initiated at any level but, especially where questions

of funding or inter-collegiate considerations are concerned, would call

for decision at the central officers' level with concurrent action by the

governance organs. The subsequent implementing decisions, however,

become matters for the appropriate dean and facul ty. At present some

dispersion of the lines of decision-making takes place at the vice presidential.

level and the plethora of vice presidents has been brought to our attention

repeatedly.

The achievement of these goals woulq. seem to require one officer

having broad responsibility for academic personnel, student affairs, program

review, and physical facili ties. This would allow the academic content of

the input to the President t~om various parties to be assayed and M,uld

serve as a sort of unifying filter, or Cartesian lens, for the Pres;ident

in his role as the ultimate decision-maker. Such an officer should not

be limited by "geographical" constraints, whether of the disciplinary

landscape of the University or the physical geography of the state. Such

an arrangement would also relieve the President of some of the labors

end-runs of which he is often the goal.

Various models of reoorganizationhave come up in the course of the

committee's discussions and in the suggestions it has received from those

who have appeared before it. Organizational charts for these schemes

will not be qiven (even as appendices) for we do not want to invest their

detail with any particular merit, or to give the impression that we are

endorsing anyone of them, but to concentrate on the general pros and

cons. We do not consider it within our charge to propose a fully-detailed

reorganization of Central Administration, but our concern is rather to

address the quest~on of the goals to which such a reorganization should

be directed.

The first scheme is that of having two senior Vice Presidents, one

for Academic Affairs and one for Finance. In favor of this it is generally

argued that academic affairs and finance are the two dominant aspects of

the University and they should be treated on the sar.Je level. The intention
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is to ensure that the academic mission will be central to decisions

made by the President in consultation with his Senior Vice Presidents.

It defines the responsibility for academic affairs in a more unified

way. Against this scheme is set the argument that it puts too much on the

shoulders of the Academic Senior Vice President, and the possibility--not

unknown in the history of this University--that a strong-minded Financial

Vice President would dominate the whole show. A second scheme is to

designate the Academic Vice President as the Executive Vice President.

This has the advantage of showing clearly that financial matters are not

ends in themselves but ancillary to the academic mission.

Under this latter scheme (or indeed any other) colleges might be

grouped into units of comparable strength under vice presidents of the

nature of the present Vice President for Health Sciences, who coordinates

the interest of a group of deans. Such a scheme should avoid gross

and inappropriate groupings such as the notorious "Twin Cities Non-Health

Sciences", (an a~use of the via negativa, abhorrent alike to shaman and

tribesman of that campus).

Of the ancillary suggestions that have been made several should be

recorded, again without any implication of endorsement. Administrative

officials down to the associate vice-presidential level should have term

appointments, renewable after review. Assistant vice presidential levels

should be used to give faculty administrative experience through rotating

appointments of (say) three years. Some rotation of faculty might also

be beneficial on the financial side, as it would give the faculty better

insight into fiscal matters and help to inform the thinking of budget

offers wit]l academic considerations. The vice president Ivho is chiefly

responsible for lobbying should not have lines of responsibility that might

conflict with his or her need for an holistic view of the University.

The President's quarterly letter has been received with widespread

approbation, but better means need to be found to explain decisions. This

is not an easy task and administrators must be discouraged at times by

the skepticism displayed by the faculty. Perhaps involving the deans in

the transmission of this information would help to foster COllegial

relations.



If the town meeting concept of the Senate is not adopted--and

it would seem a little inappropriate to the scale of Minnesota--the Senate should

be restructured with a view to making it more effective. Restructuring is

not of itself a panacea and the Senate's effectiveness in any form of

decision-making will make demands on the faculty and students as well as

on the fuller and better organized participation of the Administration.

3. Recommendations

1. The commi ttee sees a vi tal need for some reorganization which

will make the primacy of Academic Affairs quite evident and in which

the decision-making process is carefully defined and understandable

to everyone.

i1. rvhile we have not endorsed any specific organizational chart,

we feel that careful consideration should be given to a scheme ~hich

puts the focus of academic decision-making at the high level we

deem appropriate without impeding the President's right to make

ultimate decisions or restricting his freedom of consultation.

iii. The committee recommends that the administration further

strengthen the communication of ~ecisions, and of what has gone into

them, to the University at large as well as Ito the specific collegiate

constituencies most directly affected.

iv. We recommend adherence to college constitutions and democratic

procedures and urge faculty to participate vigorously in department

• and college decision-making since this is where important decisions

of the University should be made.

v. We recommend that the Senate Consultative Committee exercise

its role as a steering committee for the Senate, and identify, without

ambiguity, the appropriate consulting mechanism at the various levels

of decision-making.

vi. The committee recommends that the officer chiefly responsible

for the lobbying of the Legislature should not be charged with

functions which might conflict with his all-University role.

vii. The committee recommends that there be more interchange of

faculty and administrative personnel at suitable levels, so that both
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the problems of administration and finance may be better under-

stood by the faculty, and also that academic input into administration

may be increased.

COI1SULTATION

1. The Situation

As the role of the Regents has changed so have the routes through

which information travels to them. New bridges link Re~ents and students,

and the traffic between the Regents and the Legislature has increased.

The University has a Regent who is a student and there are undergraduate

student representatives on Regent committees. In addition to the established

routes to and from the Regents, there are some irregular foot-paths, which

are now increasingly used by faculty, students and staff in trying to

place their problems directly in the hands of the Regents or the President

and sometimes the Legislature. . As one senior officer commented to some

members of the corruni ttee, "End-running seems to be a favorite sport around

here.·"

The pattern of consultation involving faculty and Administration is

not easy to describe, being a somewhat dappled thing and not always

(pace Hopkins) evoking praise. The central offic~rs are asked ~y many

individuals and groups to consult with them on a wide range of matters. It

is a time consuming activity, and they have been generous in making time

for it. In its formal channels, such as with SCC, it has worked well on

many issues, but on others has been precluded or rendered ineffective

by pressures of time, serious inadequacies of data base, or the

weakness of long-range planning. It has also been suggested that it has,

on occasion, taken place after certain basic decisions, which may restrict

later options, have already been made r though improvements in this respect

have been remarked in the more recent period.

Consulting can also become too dispersed, and there needs to be

agreement about whom and on what matters Central Administration should

consult. In the absence of such an understanding, an individual or group

may expect to be consulted on matters that others believe lie within their

province. The facul ty are not allo/ays too well informed on the consultation

that does take place, and in some cases, the process appears to work badly

\
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because committees do not adequately inform their colleagues of the

recommendations they make. While at times recommendations are not followed,

at others committees do not speak with a clear voice. There is also the

temptation to judge the quality of consulting by the agreeability of its

outcome.

An important group to consider in the consulting process is the

Diaconate, for the case studies (Appendix III) show that they were not

adequately consulted on the mid-year retrenchment nor are they always on

matters of space. They have been given ample access, consultation

opportunities on college matters by the Vice President of Academic Affairs

and perhaps also on broader questions, but the one official forum where

their influence on University-wide questions might be expected to be

felt, the CAO, is little more than a public briefing which fails to

command the unalloyed respect even of its participants.

It is unfortunate that, in the view of many, the Senate is not

an effective organ of consultation for it is traditionally the forum for

faculty and student concern, and has an important role to play in the

governance structure. The Senate often does less than justice to the reports

of its committees and task forces, and its rules of procedure may not be

as conducive to considered discussion as they should be. It therefore

leaves the impression with some of not dealing with the central issues

of the University. We do not, of course, imply that, where the Senate

departs from committee recommendations, its judgment is necessarily incorrect.

The problems of undergraduate education do not appear to have the

same focus in administrative consultation as do the graduate. A "Council

on Undergraduate Education", more encompassing in its charge and

membership than either the Council on Liberal Education or the Center for

Educational Development has been suggested as aQ aid to the Academic Vice

President in this vital part of our system.

2. Coals and Solutions

A general objective in the reform of the consulting process should

be to eliminate the "end-runs" by building confidence that all appropriate

concerns are represented in the normal curriculum of consultation.
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Some h;~~ suggested that, in light of the new Regent activism and

with student representation on Regent committees (not to mention the

Board itself), the faculty ought to seek some form of regential representation.

There is a danger that student, faculty or staff representation would tend

to undermine the authority and responsibility of Central Administration

~d to subvert normal administrative process. On the other hand, building

confidence in the normal process will make subversion less like the order

of the day. This fall, members of the Faculty Consultative Committee

have been invited to sit in on meetings of Regent committees as observers.

In any case, the autonomy of the University needs to be reaffirmed

and maintained, and the lines of authority and responsibility need to be

clarified and strengthened.

Responsibility for consulting with Central Administration on the

budget, on matters of educational policy, on faculty affairs, and on other

important issues should be more clearly defined, focused, and coordinated

with any changes that might be made in the structure of the Senate and the

committee system.

Groups that consult with Central Administration should be supplied

with better information, and perhaps also, in certain cases, with staff

support, There is some concern about overpowering the faculty with

facts and figures, but there is no easy solution to the problem of deciding

when enough is enough. Hotvever, it is important that data be supplied in

a form which is meaningful for decision-making and comparable as between

various parts of the University. The advantage of an organized consulting

structure set up in advance of crises is the possibility of discussion of

the full range of available options. There is otherwise a tendency to

lose or suppress options that are developed or considered at the earlier stages

of a deliberation.

The lot of the d2ans vis-a-vis the Central Administration needs to

be improved and means should be developed for better apprising them of the

business of the University and for taking account of their views and

recommendations in ways that the present CAO does not allow. Deans should

have more input into the planning and use of space, particularly as the

college needs are integrated into the capital funds request. These con

siderations should not result in t.:eakening the role of faculty vis-a.-vis

the deans.

I
. !
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Opinions differ about the proper role of the Consultative Committee.

At present the Committee wears two hats. It was set up in 1950 to consult

with the President and later was given the additional responsibility of

steering Senate business. As the burden of consultation has grown, special

areas of consultation have been given to other committees such as the

Budget Subcommittee and UCBRBR. Some people have proposed that the

Consultative Com~ittee give up one of its hats and, as one of only two

elected committees (the Committee on Committees being the other), concen

trate on consulting. We do not advocate this, but there is still the

question of how much consulting the Consultative Committee should take on

itself and how much it should delegate. One plan would have the Consultative

Committee delegate the responsibility for consulting on some issues to

other groups, reserving the responsibility for consulting on a few

important issues to itself, but keeping on top of all of these efforts and

reporting on them regularly to the Senate. Some have suggested, for

example, that SCRAP be given the responsibility for consulting on physical

planning. This might help to ensure that physical planning would not take

place independently of academic planning.

Other suggestions would have the Consultative Committee keep a hand,

if not a hat, in the Senate. It was suggested, for example, that the Consul

tative Committee set the agenda of the Senate for the year and lead the

Senate in discussion of major issues that confront the University, and

that officers of the University participate more in the Senate. In con

nection with this latter sentiment, one specific proposal was that members

of the CAO be brought into some of the proceedings of the Senate and the

Assemblies (this would not make them voting members). A report from CAO

could be put on tlJe top of the docket and the President an~ Vice Presidents

would be invited to present and use docket items to inform and promote dis

cussion on the important issues with which CAO deals or (perhaps) ought to

deal.

Timely and regular reporting is essential. In a large institution

there are gaps between perceptions and facts which candid reporting helps

to narrow. The President's letters to the University community are an

important step in this direction. The Office of the Vice President

for Academic Affairs might consider a si~ilar letter. A number of Senate

con~ittees, including the Consultative Committee, have begull to issue

newsletters and these efforts should be encouraged and applauded.
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The work of the Senate, the Assemblies and the cOrnnUttees that

serve them should be more closely correlated. In addition, their efforts

should be coordinated with the major planning and decision-making efforts

of the Central Administration. The Senate, the Assemblies, and their

committees need to keep the faculty and other members of the University

community better informed of their work, agenda, and meetings. For

this the Daily does not suffice, but newsletters seem to work.

TIle building of mutual confidence and trust between all constituencies

of the University is of the greatest moment if the integrity of the academic

enterprise is to be maintained. The faculty will have to be actively engaged

in the· "democratic governance of their departments and concerned with the

constitutional functioning of their colleges if any worthwhile revision

of the consultative structure of the University is to be accomplished.

Students, incorporated as they are at all levels, have also a very

responsible role to play.

The President's response to the Senate in his Policy Agenda (11/JO/78,

Appendix IV) is to be applauded warmly for it begins to speak to some of

the issues we are raising in this report.

3: Recommenda tions

i. The committee feels strongly that the system of consulting

(both in the Administration and the Senate) should have its structure

more clearly defined. In particular the legitimate expectations of

the parties to consultation should be made explicit; the lines of

responsibility for each category of issue should be clearly articulated,

and the necessary limits of consultation spelled out.

The goals and structure of the consulting process should be

made known to the University community.

ii. The Senate Consul tative COIrJJIi ttee should playa coordinating

role in consultation; it may delegate its consulting function

on specific types of issue to other bodies .

iii. r'lhile not recommending any specific restructuring of the Senate,

it does endorse the idea tllat the Senate should be called upon to

examine itself and make its structure and procedure more effective.

In particular it should consider reducing the number of standing

committees and using short term task forces for specific projects.
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,
.'

iv. If any revision of the present system is to work, it must

be developed through discussion and consensus of faculty and students,

so as to command their subsequent active support.
,.

v. The committee endorses the increased efforts at communication

and would like to see these fostered in every way possible.

vi. The committee sees the need for timeliness and the provision

of adequate and meaningful data in all aspects of consultation.

vli. The committee sees the need for the concerns of under~raduate

education to find a better expression in the consul~ative process •

..·It does feel that there should be an exploration of ways to give

undergraduate studies a sharper focuS.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

. It is appropriate to end this report by briefly considering its basic

recommendations against the background of the current debate about governance in

American universities. The debate has recently intensified, and is likely to con

tinue to do so under the multiple pressures of trends such as declining enrollments,

the tax revolt, and the dwindling purchasing power of fa.culty salaries. The

"'"traditional structures for faculty participation in university governance are being ,
'. I

challenged as inadequate • . It is, however, the considered view of the members of

the Select Committee that a well-functioni.ng system of governance is vitally needed

and that the existing system at the University of Minnesota will not remain

functional without a strengthened commitment on the part of the administration,

the faculty, and the students to make it work. Good will on all sides is an

important and indispensable ingredient for the working of the system. As we said

in the introduction, it has indeed been gratifying to encoun·ter among all parties
•

heard, be they administra tors, facul ty, or students, a strong coromi tment to the

goals of the institution. But good will alone is not sufficient. The stronger

the outside--and inside--pressures and the greater the complexity of the

University's responsibilities become, the greater bec~me~ the need to define the

structures and processes of the governance system, visibl~~se them in resolving

the truly important issues facing the University; to seek meaningfu~ participation

of broad constituencies in the decision-making process; and to disseminate its

results widely.

Seen against this background, the recommendations of the Select Committee-

though admittedly incomplete and inadequately integrated--may become something more

than a handful of suggestions for the more efficient running of the Universit!J.

It becomes essential that in planning and decision.:.making, academic considerations
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not only be made primary, but be recognized by all relevant constituencies as

being primary. This has implications for the handling of the planning process and

the organization of Central Administration. It becomes essential that substantive,

timely and informed consultation take place on all· important issues confronting the

University now and in the future, and that faculty-student initiatives and responses

be effectively channeled to their ultimate destinations. This also has implications

for the organization of the University Senate and the assignment of major

responsibilities among its subgroups as well as for the handling by Central

AdnUnistration and faculty representatives of the agenda for planning and decision

making.

It is hoped that the issues raised in this report will receive the prompt

attention of Central Administration and of the Senate, and that responsive action

will not be long delayed.
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APPENDIX I

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
lWlN CITIES

Office of the Clerk of the Senate
Morrill Hall
100 Church Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

&June 2, 1978

=

.'

Professor Be~ty Robinett, Chr.
Senate Consultative Co~ttee

154 Klaeber Court
Minneapolis CaInpus

At its May 2S meeting, the University Senate. approved the following
recommendation:

VIII. ACTION BY INDIVIDUAL SENATORS
STRUCTURE AND CONSULTATION STUDY COMMITTEE

(15 minutes)

I MOTION:

'

I That the Senate establish a select committee to work with the administration in
studying the issues raised below (2nd paragraph) and to report to tM Senate before
the end of thQ calendar year.

INFORMATION:
...1:he faculty, the students. and the administration of the University of Minnesota

pursue a common objective: the betterment 01 a great educational Institution. .
In recent months. memoers of the faculty have grown increasingly uneasy. They

are deeply and sincerely concerned about a numbe~ of issues: the impact Glf financial
ad)'ersity upon educational policy and practice: a perceiveo lack of long-term pia!"·
ning; an evident need to clarify the missions of the various components of the
Universit)·; and tne breakdown at critical tImes of the consultative reiationshi~s

between the administration and the appropnate bodies of tne Senate. Problems of
this sort can seriously impair the functioning of the University. and the faculty. the
students. anc the administration have an important stake in wor~ing togemer to
resoll/e them.

Lack of information makes it Impossible for us readily to identify the sources of
these problems. We think. thereiore. that it would be helpful to the faCUlty. students.
and the administration of the University if the fOllOWing rr:anars were to be studlecr:

. 1. The Regents have recognized the need to review on a regUlar baSIS the
cperation of departments and units within the University. Problems that have been
enlerging c:Jrin; the 12051 oecaoe prompt us to suggest a review of t:-,e SUi.lClUra e:
central adminis~rationto seek modifications tha: will improve its a:;,i!ity to solve these
problems, and a review of the consultative institutions of the Senate to determlOe
ttow they can be maoe more ellective.

. . 2. There is an impression that the decision-making process in the University is
uncertainly deflOed. cumoersome. and slow. With the conseouence Ihat occasionally
there has not been sufficien: time for effectiv~ consultation. We oelieve that the
consultative process needs to be more clearly definec. regularly implemented. and
mutually responsive. with facully. stuoents. ana aaminlstratlon working effectlvel)'
together rather than inoepenoer.:ly or. as sometimes ha;;l:'ens. against each otner.

We of t~\e University comr:-aunlty Wish to work more efiec!lvety wlln the aomanis
tration in solvang t"e prooiems :~at confront us now ana wili confront us an tne future.
Therefore. we call upon thll! Senate to esta::lhsh a selecl committee te warY. with the
administration in stuoyang the issues wnicn nave been raised and to report to thS
Senate before the end of the calenoar year.

C-··
-~

Marilee l'lard
Clerk of the Senate

MW:ds

Carl Adams
Oswald Brownlee
Thomas Clayton
George Donohue
Phyllis Freier

Russel1 Hobbie
Fred Lukermann
Phillips Shively
John Turner
John Wallace
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SELECT CO~~ITTEE OF THE SENATE

Associate Professor Sabra Anderson
Department of Mathematical Sciences
315 MG
U of M - Duluth
Duluth l MN 55812
726-8272

Regents Professor Rutherford Aris
Chemical Engineering and Materials Science
15Ib Chemical Engineering
East Dank Campus
373-2300 & 373-2314

Professor Ellen S. Berschied
Psychology
N309 Elliott Hall
East Bank Campus
373-3958

Professor Robert C. Brasted
Chemistry
209 Smith Hall
East Bank Campus
373-2350

Dean P~chard Caldecott
Biological Sciences
123 Snyder Hall
St. Paul. Campus
373-1190

·Professor Nils Hasselmo
Scandinavian Languages and Literature
210 Folwell Hall
East Bank Campus
376-8414

Regents' Professor Leonid Hurwicz
Economics
1060 B. A. Tower
West Bank Campus
373-4385

Ms. Becky Kroll
Graduate Student in Speech Communication
Dept. of Speech-Communication
317 Folwell Hall
East Bank Campus
373-4542

Professor Donald Rasmusson
Agronomy and Plant Genetics
311 Agronomy
St. Paul Campus
373-1678

Associate Professor Michael Root
Philosophy
389 Ford Hall
East Bank Campus
376-7247

Mr. Philip Ryan
Undergraduate Student in Business

Administration
315 16th Avenue S.E.
Minneapolis I MN 55414
331-7929

Professor Dennis Watson l CHAIRPERSON
Microbiology
1060 Mayo
East Bank Campus
373-8074

...
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

All University
Senate Consultative Committee
154 Klaeber Court
320 - 16th Avenue Southeast
Minneapoliss}m 55455

=

June 30, 1978

Professor Dennis Watson
1060 Mayo Building
East Bank Campus

Dear Colleague:

.'

'-.

.'

.....

As you are aware, the University Senate at its May 25 meeting approved
a recommendation to establish a select committee to study certain issues of
great importance to the University and to its faculty and students. The
Senate Consultative Committee was charged with the responsibility of appoint
ing the select committee in consultation with the president and with those who
proposed the resolution. In addition, faculty and students were invited to
nominate candidates for membership on the committee. After careful considera
tion of many excellent nominees, the Senate Consultative Committee is asking
you and about ten other faculty members, and two students to serve on this
committee. We sincerely appreciate your willingness I to chair this.committee.
The list of those who have already accepted appointment to the committee at
this time is appended below.

We know that many demands are constantly being made on your time, but we
are also aware that the University of Minnesota is facing a very difficult
period. With the help of those like yourself, who are dedicated to the mission
of this institution, we are certain that the problems which have arisen can be
solved, thereby ensuring that the University will continue to maintain its
stature among peer institutions and particularly, its long-time, well-known
reputation for cooperation between the administration and the faculty and
student body. /

/
For your information we are enclosing a copy of the resolution from the

docket of the May 25 University Senate meeting which explains the need for such
a select committee. There is no doubt that problems which now exist are in part
the product of the times in which we are living, but there has been a growing
concern about the nature of University decision-making and the effectiveness of
the consultation process between the central administration and the duly designated
Senate bodies with whom central administration interacts regarding the many serious
issues facing our institution. A major dilemma needing resolution is that of find
ing ways in which, on issues of major concern to us all, communication can be
improved between the administration and the Senate, between the Senate Consultative
Committee and its constituencies, and within the University community in general.
A specific question to which the select committee should address itself is ",hecher"'"
ot~~ot the'structure of the central administration and of the Senate, and the proces~

o~_decision-making al10", for effective consultation and, if not, .. how they should be
al~ered. Such questions will necessarily involve discussions "'ith those who now
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Professor Dennis Watson
June 30, 1978
Page Two

. -
(

have major responsibility for the consultation process: central administration
and the Senate Consultative Committee. Both parties stand ready to cooperate
fully with the select committee.

.
Since the select committee is charged with reporting to the Senate before

the end of the calendar year, it is essential that the committee begin its work
shortly. I have informed those committee members who have already indicated
their willingness to serve that you will be making contact with them soon.

Thank you again. By participating in the work of this committee, you will
be ~oing us all a ,service which will be deeply appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

;~
Betty Wallace Robinett, Chairman
All University Senate Consultative Committee

BHR.:llc
cc: President C. Peter Magrath

.. .' ......_.._. -.. - _.. _-

--'

Associate Professor Sabra Anderson
Dean Richard Caldecott
Associate Dean Nils Hasselmo
Regents Professor Leonid Hurwicz .
Ms. Becky Kroll
Professor Donald Rasmusson
Associate Professor Hichael Root
Mr. Philip Ryan
Professor Rutherford Aris
Professor Ellen S. Berschied
Professor Robert C. Brasted

:.
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July 17, 1978

II All University
I Con~u1tative Com;nittee

i 554 Business Administration
I 271. 19 th Avenue S.

I
Hinneapo lis, }!innesota

373-3827

/
/

.::

To: Associate Professor Sabra Anderson, Latters and Science
Regent's Professor Rutherford Aris, Chemical Engineering and Materials

Science
Professor Ellen S. Berschied, Psychology
Professor Robert.B~nsted, Chemistry
Dean RichardCaldecott, Biological Sciences
Associatc'Dean ~ills Hassel~o, College of Liberal Arts
Regent's Professor Leonid Hurwicz, Economics
Ms. Becky Kroll, Graduate Student in Speech Com~unication

Professor Donald Rasmusson, Agronomy and Plant Genetics
Associate Profcssor Michael Root, Philosophy
Mr. Philip Ryan, Undergraduate Student in Business Administration
Professor Dennis ~~atson, CHAIRPERSm:, ~ricrobiology

From: }~hmood A. Zaidi, Chairperson, All University Senate Consultative Committee

Subject: Select Ccm;nittee of the Senate

The Senate Consultative Co~~ittce very much appreciates your willingness
to serve on the Select Co~mittee of the Senate. Professor Robinett's letter of
June 30, 1978, to Professor Dennis ~':a tson and the resolution passed by the Senate
at its ~eeting of }!ay 25, 1978, contain the necessary background infomation which
led to the formation of this committee. I am enclosing copies of both of these
items with this mc~o for your perusal. lOU will find in the Senate Resolution of
}fay 25th that the SC"lect Co;xnittee is charged ""ith reporting to rhe Senate before
the end of this calendar year.

If SCC can help in any way in carrying out your charge please do let me
kno'..... Once again, Many thanks for f inding ti~e from your busy schedules to serve
on this com:nittee.

cc: Pr~sidcnt C. Peter H<!gr<1th
•• }telTlb~rs, SCC

Enclosure..

-~.



SCHEDULE

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE

Sept. 28, 1978

OCt. 5

Faculty Consultative Committee

President C. Peter Magrath

./
/

/

OCt. 12

oct. 19

OCt. 26

Nov. 2

Nov. 9

Faculty Caucus Group: Fred Lukermann, Oswald Brownlee,
George Donohue, Alfred o. Nier, William G. Shepherd,
Phillips Shiveley, John Turner

8:30 a.m. Carl Adams, Assoc. Prof. , Management Science
9:15 a.m. Russell Hobbie, Prof. , Physics
9:45 a.m. Eleanor Fenton, Assoc. Dean, CEE

8:30 a.m." Louis Toth, President, AAUP
9:45 a.m• James Werntz, Director, University College.
8:30 a.m. Vice President Donald Brown
9:15 a.m. Vice President Henry Koffler
9:45 a.m. Vice President Robert Stein

Student Consultative Co~ttee

Nov. 16·

Nov. 30

Dec. 7

8:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10.a.m.

9:15 a.m.
9:45 a.m.

9 a.M.
9:30 a.m.

10:15 a.m.

Vice President Lyle French
John ""Borchert , Prof., Geography
Alfred Aeppli, 'President, UMEA

. Frank Sorauf, Prof., Pol. Sci.
Vice President Stan Kegler

Regent Robert Latz
Provost Robert Heller, Duluth
Provost John~Imholte, MC?rris
Provost Stanley Sahlstrom, Crookston
Provost Edward Frederick, rvaseca
Deputy Vice President William Hueg

.'

Dec. 14 Report writing and discussion

~~Dec. 21 Report writing and discussion
Jan. 10 Report writing and discussion "". ~

Jan. 19 Report writing and discussion
Jan. 26 Report writing and discussion; final adoption of report

written Testimony Received From:

Donald Van Hulzen, Chief Operating Officer, University Hospitals and Clinics
Samuel Krislov, Professor, Department of Political Science
Paul L. Murphy, Professor, Department of History
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APPENDIX III: TfvO EXAJ.fPLES OF' DECISION-MAKING

The 1977-78 Mid-Year Retrenchment

The Preparation Df the Capital Funds Request and Associated Space Problems .::

."

Introduction

The two instances of decision-making in the University that are presented

in this appendix have been chosen because they involve somewhat extreme situations.

In the case of the mid-year retrenchment, of 1977-78, the decisions had to be

made under unusual time pressure, and this does to some extent. explain why the

process of consultation did not function quite satisfactorily. In the case

of the generation of the capital funds request, we are dealing with what

is generally recognized as the most complicated set of decisions that the

University administration has to make. The preparation of the requests requires

the reconciling of longer-range plans with shorter-term needs; it means coping

with strong competing press~res inside the institution and a variety of outside

influences; and it involves the juggling of projects against the background

of ever-spiraling costs. A review of these somewhat extreme examples,

however; serves to underscore the fundamental importance of certain types

of planning as well as the need for clearly defined structures and processes

for consultation and decision-making. It is only fair to add that there has been

a conscious effort in the.recent ~ast to remedy some of the weaknesses that we

shall have occasion to remark.

THE 1977-78 MID-YEAR RETRENCHMENT

In the academic year of 1976-77 the University of Minnesota suffered

a deficit of approximately $1 million. The deficit resulted from lower than

expected enrollments and a'consequent short-fall in tuition revenue. The deficit

was carried over into the next year, 1977-78. In the fall of 1977-78, the

University enrollments were down 1.2% from the previous fall. This decline

was also unexpected. In fact, an increase in enrollment had been predicted,

and the 1977-i8 budget had been prepared,on the basis of this prediction.

Moreover, Central Administration had planned to use 1977-78 revenues to lower

the deficit c~:ried over from the previous year. Instead, the University's

deficit appeared to be growing. In a statement to the University community

in October, 1977, the President cautioned against lnaking assumptions about the

budget implications of the drop in head count enrollment until a credit load
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analysis was completed. Winter brought nO relief from the University's

enrollment and budget problems. Winter enrollment was down 2. 4:t from the

preceding year.

On January 10, 1978 President l-lagrath, in a letter to Provosts, Deans,

Directors and Department Heads, announced a retrenchment of 1977-78 and 1978-79

budgets. The purpose of the retrenchment was to prevent the University's

growing deficit from growing even larger. The President listed a number of

measures in his January 10 letter by which to achieve this reduction. Specifically,

he announced (1) that the University's reversion policy was being rescinded,

(2) that the amount of the assessments on the 1977-78 budgets of the colleges and

administrative units would be announced no later than January 23,1978, and (3) that

there was a freeze on hiring new faculty and staff.

Though everyone was aware of the enrollment short-fall and of the

Administration's concern, this announcement caught most of the faculty and staff

(including deans of some of the more prominent colleges) by surprise. It

appears that Central Administration did not discuss the specific actions the

President announced in his letter with the deans or with the Consultative

Committee in advance.

The freeze had a damaging effect on morale and on recruitment.. Hany

departments had spent the fall .quarter conducting searches for faculty to fill

vacant positions. Some had candidates visiting the campus the day thd hiring

freeze was announced. The freeze disrupted these searches and some departments

claim to have lost their top candidates to other institutions. Though the

chairmen of these departments realize that the freeze and retrenchment might

have been unavoidable,. they complain about the manner in which Central Administration

reached and announced its decisions.

The situation was all the more difficult because no plans seem to

have been developed for handling problems arising from a tui tion shortfall

should they materialize. As a result, when the Administration realized in winter

1977-78 that the problem was growing worse, it had to act quickly and was not able

to consult with the deans and the Consultative Committee in a timely and effective

way.

The President did consult with a subcommittee of the Senate Consultative

Committee in January and February, 1978, on the matter of the assessment of

1977-78 budgets. Ha.yever, there was no consultation concerning the formula to be

used in determining the amounts of the as1essment. The Administration, instead,

'.
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offered the committee a list of the amounts that it proposed to cut from

the budgets of each College and administrative unit. The committee voiced

concern that academic programs were being asked to absorb most of the cuts and

that support services were being asked to bear little of the burden. The

committee asked for more information about the budgets of the support services,

but it never received this information, and the bases for the Administration's

assessment proposal were never made clear. Though the committee was told that

the cuts were not strictly based on enrollments, the criteria by which the cuts

were determined and the data to which the criteria were applied were not shared

with the committee. The Administration presented the proposal to the full

Senate Consultative Committee in January, in virtually the same form though there were

slight modifications induced by token levies on Student Affairs and Health Sciences.

The President addressed the matter of the Mid-Year Retrenchment again in

his February 13, 1978 letter to members of the University community. He said

that the freeze was "temporary and limited". He hoped to lift the freeze once

the full extent of the deficit was determined and measures were taken to

arrest the problem, and thus he wanted to stress that it was temporary. He

emphasized that it was limited because, he allowed, there would have to be

exceptions to the policy as determined by the Vice Pr~sidents for Aqademic

Affairs, Health Sciences, and Institutional Relations.

with the freeze in place the Deans awaited word of the amount of the

·assessnlent to their Colleges. They did not learn of these.amounts until well beyond

~)e date originally set, and it was not until late in February -that the freeze

was finally lifted.

These events point up the importance of prior planning. The interviews

conducted by the Select Committee suggest that, although it was known for at

least six months that a shortfall might occur, no plan for dealing with the

problem was prepared. When assessment decisions had to be made, there were no

agreed upon guidelines or criteria on which people could expect them to be based•

In fact, it is not clear to this day just how these decisions lvere reached.

Consultation, such as it was, was hasty and somewhat unorganized. No

systematic attempt was made to solicit the views and assistance of ,the collegiate

deans; in fact, the action that was eventually in~tiated, especially the hiring

freeze, seems to have taken many of them by surprise. Some of the financial
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problems might have been solved without the major disruption (and the morale problem)

caused by the hiring freeze, if the deans had been given an opportunity to

consider options.

No systematic consultation with the Senate Consultative Committee took

place until well after the decisions had been made and communicated to the

colleges; in fact, the consultation with the sec did not begin until late

January; at that time the sec had to work under considerable time pressure,

since the January 23 deadline for letting the colleges know the size of the

assessment had already passed; the problems of the sec were compounded by the

paucity of the in·formation provided; it is quite surprising that in a situation

where disruptions were caused in the academic units of the University, little

attempt was initially made to identify sources for the assessment in non-academic'

areas, and that when an assessment on such sources was finally made, it appeared

simply as a lump sum without any indication of what was being cut or of the

potential for cuts in that area.

The pattern of authority for these decisions, extreme as they ~~y

be, encourages the view that responsibility -for the academic missions of the

University is too dispersed. The responsibility for "unfreezing" positions,

for example, was assigned to three different Vice Presidents. Though the

efforts of these officers may, in fact, have been well-coordinated, this

division of labor gives rise to worries about the coherence and fairness

of the decisions.



2. THE PREPARATION OF THE CAPITAL FUNDS REQUEST AND ASSOCIATED SPACE PROBLEMS

We have chosen to comment specifically on the development of the University's

capital building funds request and some cognate space management problems,

despite the fact that the decision-making processes associated with them bring

out some of the problems in an extreme form. It was, in fact, cited by many

close observers, as well as by more distant onlookers, as perhaps the "worst"

instance of decision-making at the University. The capital funds request is

the most difficult element of the budget to organize in a rational and considered

way. It is subject to many pressures and interests, both internal and external

to the University, for it needs to reflect the long-range academic policies and

mission of the Universi ty, yet it also needs to take advantage of current concerns

(e.g., where a proposed energy-conservative building promises not only to meet

the needs of a particular department, but also promises to be an important

advance in building design and serve as a model for the state). Further, the

capital funds request embraces a diverse array of operations--new buildings,

remodeling, and differing conditions on different campuses--as well as a rapidly

inflating sector of the economy where work delayed a couple of biennia can

ultimately cost the University twice as much moneg. In addition, the capital

funds request demands that extraordinarily difficult decisions be made. For

example, it is not always economical simply to reduce in equal degree the amount

requested for each of a number of projects to avoid requesting full funding for

some projects and eliminating others. In remodeling projects, unless there is

the assurance of being able to go through with the complete job, the bids must

be let piece-meal' to construction companies and this prevents the economies of

rational planning and continuity over a longer term. The capital building

request also demands the closest communication and cooperation among several

levels of administration within the University. And, finally, the request requires

a fine sensitivity to public relations considerations--not the least because an

important role is played by the site visits of legislators and the impressions

of their analysts.

• Despite these complexities, the decision-making process associated with the

capital funds request is worthy of animadversion for a number of

reasons. The first of these is that it seems to illustrate many problems that

arise in the context of other decisions, although the problems in other cases

are undoubtedly not as severe in magnitude and well-represented in number as

they are in this single inst~nce. For example, the specific problems encountered

in the formulation of the capital request directly engage the larger problem of
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planning at the 'University, as well as problems that appear to be a special

product of the structural organization of central administration. Additionally,

it provides an especially sharp illustration of the problems that the University

encounters in attempting to accomplish its academic mission under strong

competing pressures and external influences.

Secoqdly, the capital funds request is important in itself. The availability

or non-availabili ty of bricks and mortar to house an academic program affects both

the form and· substance of that,program, indeed, in some cases, its very existence.

In the outlined illustrations given below of the decision-making process

associated with the capital request, it will be seen that it was not our purpose

to gather a scandal of particularities or retell the legends that playa role in

the folk history of the capital request. Nor, it should be emphasized, do we

attempt to identify causal responsibility for the various elements of the

decision-making process as we understand it to take place in this instance,

except to note that the various persons and groups who participate in the formula

tion of the capital request seem to be more captives than captains of the

'process. Indeed, . were it' not for the deep concern and complete candor of those who

have been involved in the formulation of the capital building requests, both

past and present, we would not be able to provide the adumbration below.

A number of committees and groups internal to the University playa role

in the determination of the capital building request. Outlined below is our

understanding of the role these bodies have played in formulating the request,

according to testimony provided to the Select Committee as a whole and to

individual committee members, as well as our understanding of the interaction

which takes place be tl.'een th..ese bodies.

The Role of Faculty and Students (SCC AND UCBRBR)

. This year, the Senate Consultative Committee was asked to help set

priorities on the Request after,.it had been sent by central administration to the

Board of Regents and after the Board of Regents sent the Request back to central

administration asking them to rank the items in the Request.

The SCC was given only a fel., days in which to accomplish this task and

the information provided it consisted of the name of the building and dollar amount

proposed. The SCC decid~d that, given the imposed time limitation as well as

the absence of information necessary to set priorities, they could 'do no more than

to suggest very general "guidelines" for central administration itself to follow

"
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in setting priorities, taking into consideration the information which,

presumably, central administration possesses.

The Role of Individuals

It is apparently not unusual for individual faculty members or students,

acting on behalf of needs they perceive to exist in their own academic specialty,

to lobby directly with legislators, to generate legislative support for a

project. Sometimes these efforts have been known to Central Administration and

have had their support; other times Central Administration has not supported the

aims of the personal lobbying effort nor has it approved of the means that have

occasionally been used (e.g:,"' derogating the priority of other items in the

proposed request in an attempt to elevate the item in question). Some of these

efforts have been highly successful. For example, some years ago; a student

in one of the more banausic departments was of the opinion that facilities in

that unit were inferior to those enjoyed by many high schools in the state and

wrote as much to.a legislator who happened to have been trained in that specialty.

The legislator came to the campus, toured the facility, and was so impressed

with the need that the University received at the next legislative session,

without its asking for it, $200,000 to improve the facility. The University was

also instructed to work up a request for a new facility for this unit. The
I

University did then request, at the following session, planning funds for a

new building for this facility. (It should be noted that at the time of this

individual's lobbying effort, the University's "Number One" priority in the

new building category, a building for a group of departments at the other end

of the academic spectrum, was not, nor ever has been, funded.)

The Role of Chairpersons, Deans, and the Central Officers Group •

Department chairpersons make the physical needs of their departments known

to the dean of their college who uses this information to. compose a document

outlining the physical needs of the college. The document is then transmitted

. to the Vice-President for Finance through the vice president to whom that

college reports. The Capital Bu~lding Request is not discussed within the

Council of Academic Officers •
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The office of the Vice President for Finance does not modify priorities set

within the colleges; rather, it addresses itself to prioritizing needs across

academic units.

The Request is "thrashed out", the Select Committee was told, in the

Central Officers Group. The need for a clear statement of the University's acadenic

nUssion policy to help in selling and defending the capital building priorities

becomes very apparent here. In fact, and perhaps :for this reason, the University

rarely attempts to defend its capital building priorities, with the result that

the Legislature itself is given wide latitude to set the building priorities of

the University and thus, indirectly, the University's academic mission and

academic programming. Part of the Legislature's latitude is afforded by the

present format of the Request which contains sixteen separate categories (including

separate categories for each of the five campuses and the Experiment Station).

There is no prioritizing across categories; thus, the University has sixteen

"top" priority rt?!quests. On at least two occasions in the past, the Legislature

has instructed the University to set priorities across categories, and on each

occasion the Universitghas -resisted doing so.

How does the COG set priorities within c~tegories? The lack of a good data

base and of ~ clearly defined academic policy makes the

"thrashing out". process difficult. Apparently, each Vice President argues as

persuasively as possible for his items and some "horse-trading" among them

occurs. In this process, the' Vice Presid~nt for Le;Jislative Relations helps identify

items that are likely to find favor with the Legislators. In this way, then, the

Legislature helps set priorities indirectly, as well as directly, through the
•

strong influence its presumed preferences have upon the "priority setting" process

internal to the University.

It should be emphasized that the ~ata base for rational decisions on

space is still not as complete as it needs to be, though progress has been made

toward a full inventory. For example, an East Bank space utilization study was

only funded in 1978, and because of the pressure of other building projects, is

only now getting under way. There is a need to have a comprehensive set of

standards for the space requirements of the d~fferent operations of, the University

so that both internal decisions and comparisons with other universities may be.
made. The importance of such a data base is that it can provide a clear way in
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which priorities can be set. These, though they might not please those who

were left at the lower end, could then be seen to be based on a clear rationale

in the ordering of projects and it should then be possible to get agreement

without ill-feeling.

It also should be emphasized that the content of the Capital Building Req~=st

has major consequences for the academic mission of the University and that the

Vice-President for Academic Affairs is only one voice among several in the

capital request decision-making process. Further, it should be noted that since

the Academic Vice President does not represent the entire academic constituency

of the University in this process but only a segment of it, there is a danger of

his being forced into a chauvinistic position in the vice-presidential competition

for a portion of the Capital Request pie.

Illustrations of the Interaction of Different Levels

The thrashed-out final Request has not always been considered final by

academic units who have not found it ·to their liking. In at least one case the

central administration firmly denied full support for a project one unit

considered important. Ignoring the wishes of central administration, this unit

lobbied directly with Legislators for the funding desired and was successful in

receiving double the amount the University officially ~equested for the project.-

The problem of spac:e allocation at the University illustrates the

.difficulties for execution of the academic mission on a day-to-day basis that have

arisen from the manner in which capital building funding has been obtained from

the Legislature, as well as the difficulties which arise from the current decisicn

making structure and process at the University. For example, for a number of

years a building to provide facilities in a particular group of academic

units was a top priority (at least in the "new building" category) for the Uni

versity. This Request was never honored, with the consequence that many

professors, including senior and distinguished professors, in those units, con

tinued to share offices with other personnel.

In late August of 1978, Chairpersons wrote directly to the President,
citing,. once again, the very difficult physical conditions under ~vhich their faculty

and students were working and requesting relief. In response to this letter,

the President apparently decided to alleviate this space problem and immediately
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formed a "task force". Thi.s was made up of one of' his staff, a staff person

in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs , and one from the

Office of the Vice President for Finance and Development in which the Office

of Space l-!anagement is housed. The task force decided that the unit's space

problems would be alleviated if portions of another academic unit could be

moved out of one building and the academic unit in question could be moved in.

The problem then was where to move the second academic unit, and it was decided

to move it to a building currently housing a third academic unit.

When inquiring about other space matters of central administration, the

Dean of the first and third academic ~nits was informed of the plan. He asked

if the task force had consulted in any way with the third academic unit, the

unit that was to lose space in the domino move, to determine if such a plan was

feasible. They had not. The Dean then expressed his opinion that consultation

with the Chairperson of the third academic unit was essential and undertook

a series of meetings with that Chairperson and arrived at a space modification

plan that seemed reasonable to both. The Dean then wrote a letter to the task

. force outlining the agreed-upon plan. The response .from Central administration

to the Dean ¢ame on September 11 when he was told by the Office of the Academic

Vice President to take the responsibility to initiate immediately the task force's

original plan to vacate the space occupied by the third academic unit as the

second academic unit would be moving into it within days. The letter also

apologized for the precipitousness of the move and the disruption and inconvenience

it would obviously cause the third academic unit so near to the first day of

class.

This incident illustrates a number of factors which seem to recur in the

decision-making process, although perhaps not often together as in this case •.
For example, the fact that the distressed· Chairpersons of the first academic

unit wrote to the President of the University directly--bypassing the Office of

the Vice President for Academic Affairs (to whom physical need problems are

routinely fon~arded), and bypassing as well the Office of Space Management in the

jurisdiction of the Office of the Vice President for Finance and Development--

and received a special hearing on their grave need may illustrate that the

regular administrative channels of authority and responsibility are perceived

not to be useful and that the President's office is seen as the only office tdth

the power to change a situation. It also may illustrate the increasingly prevale:lt

perception that it is wheels which squeak loudly to the Office of the President

that get greased.
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The fact that the President's Office did not routinely refer the problem

to the Space l1anagement Office under the Vice President for Finance and

Development or to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, but

rather assigned it to an ad hoc task force illustrates a "fire-fighting" kind

of operation in decision-making at the University. That neither the Dean or the

first and third academic units nor the Chairperson of the latter unit were

consulted until the Dean discovered the task force's decision, illustrates the

role of middle management at the University.

That the remodeling, as well as the reallocation of space can cause problems

In the interaction of different bodies and individuals also is illustrated by

the problem of lab renovation in one of the science departments. At the time of

the selection of a new head and the infusion of considerable monies for recruit

ment of faculty, nothing had been allocated for the building beyond about $O.2m

for immediate needs. A year later, the dire state of the facilities became

abundantly clear t~ members of the Advisory Council of the college who toured

the labs and then called the attention of the Governor and certain Legislators

to the need. The University's 1972 estimate of $2m was updated in the fall of

1977 to $6m, but only $O.324m was requested. By this time a legislative

committee had toured the campus and been suitably impressed with the needs
I •

of the department, and other conversations had taken place. When called to testify

before the appropriate legislative committee, the department head was requested

by the administration not to ask for more than the $O.324m, but questions from

the committee showed that the~ were interested in hearing larger figures. The

consequence of this meeting was the request for a rough estimate by an architect

and this (done somewhat in haste) resulted in an update to $8.9m. The University

request was still only $O.324m, but the Legislature insisted on granting $2.4m.

Until October, 1978, the remaining $6.5m was to have been in the current

request, but it was cut back to $2m when the total capital funds request was

.' trimmed to $lOOm. In favor of the cutback it is argued that the money cannot be

used any faster and that this request needs to be viewed in the light of University

, priorities. In favor of asking for the full amount to be appropriated now, even

though it would be spent over a longer period, is the need for forward planning

to minimize the disruption of undergraduate teaching. Over all hangs the

uncertai~ty that the Legislature may dispose according to sympathies or pressures

not entirely consonant with what the University may propose.

. .

-=
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This second illustration brings out the variety of voices that sound

in the ear of the Legislature and raises the question of how far these are,

can be or should be orchestrated. It also raises the question of how far the Uni

versity request should be motivated by speculation about the probable conduct

of the Legislature.
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APPENDIX IV

From'the. UNIVERSITY SEt·JATE AGENDA, NOVEMBER 30, 1978, ITEM XVI

UNIVERSITY' POLICY ~.G2IDA 1978-79

'!he President, UfOn the reccmrendation of the University senate, is called
uoon to sul:rni.t an annual p::>licy agenda for the institution. '!his report see.1<s
to resrorrl to the 5enata' s request by outlining those major p:>licy issues that,
in the- President's opinion, warrant particularly close scrutiny during the 1978-79
academic year.

In reviewing t..'1e issues that follow, three p::>ints should l:e kept in rnir.d.
First, the list of s?=Cific items included here is inte..T'ltionally limited; it
atte:-rpts to concentrate ur:on those issues that have systenwide iwplications

.ani that should receive system..;ide attention. Sea:md, rot all of the issues
contained in this agerrla. can, will, or even should l:e resolved during the.
curre..l1t academic year. SCrre of the ite.,:,s si..mp1y resist quick and easy solutions
ani, ifl.stead, ~...ill dsr.ar.d continuous attention throughout t.~e foreseeable future.
'Ihird, the university SeI"l.ate, !:oth as a l:::ody and. through its a::rrmittee struc'ture,
will participate in the review and recomr.endation processes that pertain to t..~e

issces outlined below.

1. Develo~nt and Irnplerrentation of a Peallocation System for the
1979-80 Budget

'!he necessity to develop an effective and acceptable syste.rn for reallocating
institutional resources has long been reccgnized by parties roth interr.al ard
exte-.~ to t.~e University. Accordingly, SL'1Ce last s~-=r, tb.e President ani .
the senior officers have been actively invlJlved in drafting a reallocation proposal
for discussion and review by various ir.s'titutiorcl constituencie..c;. A nm.cer of
fac..l1ty a.-d stude..'1t sroups (pr5.rrdrily t.~e University Ccmnittee on Bie:nnial Req\-"€st
ar.d Budget Revie'N [CC?...RBR) ar.d the Senate ConsultatiVe cerrmi.ttee [sec), as v:ell
as a faculty/stue.ent/administ=ative ccrrmi.ttee chaired by Associate Vice President
Linck) have also had significant ir.put in t,'h.e develor;rrent process. ;'..dditional
opportunities for syste..rrr..,ide participation yis-~ the design a..""rl the criteria
to be used in the 1978-79 re21location have bien provided. through the SeP.ate
carmittee sL~cture ani through a series of public heari..~gs. O;:;portu.'1.ities for
participation in t.~e actual reallocation decisions will be afforded in the rront.'1s
ahead as h-ell. .

2. cevelopre.1'1t of a Continuing Reallocation Syste.'11 for F'..Iture Years

Efforts have also been urrlertaken to 1:egin the develo;:rr.ent of a reallocation
process that mght l:e e..rrployed on a syste..ruatic ani continuing easis in future years.
A faculty/student/admi.nistrative aJImtittee, chaired by Vice President BrC\vn, has
been app:>inted to prop::>se a reallocation system an::l criteria for the 1980-81 fis
cal year arrl thereafter until a long-range institutional plan is in place. Again,
participation by University Senate rorrmittees (sec ara UCBRBR in particular) ar.d
the ge.r.eral University coTITl"1U.l1it"f will 1::e afforded.

3. z:eveloprent of a tong-Pange Institutior'.al Plan

'l11e University P1an..-u.ng COlU1Cil, chaired by Vice President Stein, is atte.'!?ti.ry:
to assess an::1 i.rrprove our planrling efforts. 'The Cour.cil' s broad objective is to
~roduce a long-ranse institutior'.al pIon that might serve to guice systaL!.,.ice ceci
sions in the years ahead. Sp:cific cbje-::ti'.'2s are being e.v.3mined by rolU:" st±c:w
rnittees in tenus of 1) evaluation of institu::icnal out::ut arrl effectiver.ess of t:':e
plan.'1.i.ng process; 2) organization of t.~e irstitution, 1l1'::luding =evie'N of presi:::en
lial areas; 3) e.,<amination of Biennial P.equest arC bueget pr~sses; an:i 4) revie,.
of institutional mission, geals, objectives, priorities, arrl criteria for del:.e.-~i;-.....~
program status. .

.::
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4. Coordination of Academic ani Facilities' Planning

'l11e iIrp)rtance of linking academic an:1 facilities' planning has l:ecare in
creasingly clear over the past several years. Accordi..'1gly, the Office of Aca
demic Affairs and the Office of Physical Planning are seeking to irrprove the
a:x:>rdination l:etween prograrrrratic ani building planning. Eitiphasis will l:e
placed UfOn re.tn:::deling and rerovation of existing facilities, ur:on rrechanisms
for det:e.I:n'ini..'1g priorities for capital irrproverne.nt, and up::m the develo~'1t

of effective space mar.agerrent procedures.

5. Academic Affairs Planning

'!he Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs has urrlertaken efforts
to increase the planning ani o:ordination of systerrwide services an:i activities
relating to 1) the developrrent of University rredia resources, particularly in .

. tenns of radio and video t..-ransmission an.:i t.1-le audiovisual library service~ 2)
the izrproverrent in Univers:i,.ty computer services~ 3) the developrr:ent of a system
wide delivery system for University of Mid-.ll..rrerica rraterials~ and. 4) the auto
II'ation of University library services.

6. Corrpletion of "Outreach" Re-;.x>rt

The interim repJrt of the Task Force on University OUtreach activities has
been underexarnination by various ir.stitutional constituencies since tbve.rrfr::er,
1977. After final reactions to the interim repJrt are received, the Task Force
will corrplete its r.-.ork, reccrmending specific profOsals for further develofID=nt
·of outreach. programs ani activities to rreet the needs .of the coming decades.

7. Revie\'1 of Teac.1-ling Evaluation Practices

Over the past year, serre stt..uents have expressed an increasing desire to
initiate a syste.rn of teaching evaluation that wuuld a£ford t..'1em rrore, useful con
SUll'er inforrration in selecting courses a.rrl instructors. To de~ whether ..
such infonration can l:e provided, a number of major organizational, procedural,
an:i legal questions must l:e exar:rir.ed. Undertaking this exaluination is the
senate COrrmittee on Educational policy (SCEP). !JF.on the corrpletion of its
review and repJrt, the recorrrre...Trlations of SCEP will l:e shared with the University
senate and other institutional groups. .

8. Revie<.v of Facultv RetirelTent Proorams= J

'l11e Retire.rrent Plan Task Force is 'MJrking closely wib'1 the Senate Comnittee
on Faculty Affairs (SCFA) to study the faculty retirerrent plan and its impact on
roth current and retired faculty IT'eITlb2rs. Recomnendations for chaI1ges in th.e
present retirem2I1t programs are anticipated and. will l:e sr.ared with interested
University parties before any ch.apges are irnplerrented.

9. External Affairs Emphases

Discussions with state and legislative officials will e.rnphasize 1) the needs
of the University as outlined in t.~e 1979-81 Biennial ar.d capital Requests, 2)
the developrent of a strategy for state furrling which is less depe..rrlent on srecent
faculty ratios, ani 3) the lirp:)rtance of University researc.~ and service activities
to the state and the I"'.ation. . '

10. Revie.vs of Graduate SChool Procrams.
In addition to t.~e general :::olicy agerrla that will l:e foll~~-ed during the

1978-79 acade:ni.c year, the University Senate has also requested a list of those
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graduate school programs that will be revie<,,-ed during the current academi.c year.
'Ihese are: .

'!Win Cities Carr:pus

1u.~ican Studies (limited °scop=)
Ancient Studies
Botany
Classical Civilization (limited scop=)
Computer SCience
Cc:i.mi.nal Justice Studies
Ecology ani Behavioral Biology
EXper.ilrental Surgery
Ht1tl\3.I1i.ties
Industrial Engineo....ring
l-Echani.cal Engineering
Operations Research
Otolaryngology
Radiology
Slavic ani East Europeal"l languages
Surgery

lMD Campus

. Art and Art Education
Educational Administration
ElerrentaIy and Secondary Education
z,,1usic and. Music Education
Physics

(

--
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